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The book contains information for managing more than 50 common childhood illnesses and
health issues, including earaches, fever, vomiting, and nosebleeds. The reserve describes the
condition, what you can do at home, so when to contact a healthcare provider.
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Still useful and readable. Our county's home health visiting nurses give these books for some of
the new mothers they go to (a grant-funded program We help with). Both nurses and the
mothers love the books because they are so easy to read and use. The usage of commonly
understand conditions, an A to Z format, tips for managing the health issue, and useful
indicators as to when to get medical aid, will verify useful in handling the fitness of growing
children. The info and pictures are holding up well, not looking too dated, yet. I hope they will
make a new edition, shortly, to freshen the appearance on a great book! The factual content
minus any extraneous details facilitates the transfer of knowledge to the reader. What to do This
book will save your child (grandchild) unnecessary trips to the doctor or ER and set your mind at
ease about being truly a responsive care giver. For all of those new parents, it really is a great
resource to truly get you through all those moments when good sense and good assistance
come in handy. I buy these for most of my client households and they all state that they love the
publication and make less trips to the physician or Emergency Room because of the information
they get from the book. Great for every parent! The hospital gave me this book when I had my
second baby in fact it is great! Everything concerning this book drives readability. That is also for
parents who've difficulty with reading--the images are informative. Not long ago i bought three
of these books for my friends who experienced embarrassed contacting me for advice. The info
is organized simply and concisely. As an administrator of a wellness center for kids I can validate
that these are common problems that parents and caregivers of children seek knowledge and
assistance on how to deal with and manage. Every parent could reap the benefits of having one.
What To Do When Your Child Gets Sick This book is written at a readable level for just about any
parent or caregiver of small children. It really is written in the most basic form and incredibly
specifically and clearly describes symptoms, remedies, and, most of all, when to contact the
physician!The illustrations are simple but explicit and add to the understanding of the written
text. Excellent book for first time parents This book is easy to read and really should be given to
every first-time parent. Perfect for a occupied, stressed, new mom who needs something short
and easy-to-read, specifically for families without dependable Internet access. The normal
childhood disease and health problems covered in this reserve are extremely relevant. It is the
greatest quick reference book I've come across. Only anyone who has cared for infants or young
children can fully appreciate the need to know what to do about "an oozing belly key" or "cradle
cap" or "nosebleed". It really is a sure point that readers of this book will experience fewer
frustrations with child care and also manage medical needs of growing kids.
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